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An Elegant Tuscan Destination Wedding
An elegant Tuscan destination wedding location, Villa Tolomei Hotel & Resort is located only a
few minutes from the center of Florence, Italy, and the famous Ponte Vecchio. It is situated in
the magical silence and greenery of a splendid Tuscan estate. The villa is surrounded by
vineyards, olive groves and a beautiful garden. The villa features simply breathtaking views of
Florence, the river Arno and the surrounding hills. It is truly a dream location for anyone
planning an elegant Tuscan destination wedding.
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The Villa Tolomei is the perfect location for a private, intimate wedding celebration. So we can
see why Christian and Anna chose it for their elegant Tuscan destination wedding. The couple
got ready in the stunning villa. Then, their outdoor ceremony took place under a magnificent old
tree, with wonderful views of fabulous rolling hills as the stunning backdrop. The couple’s
elegant Tuscan destination wedding reception was also held outdoors. It surrounded a
wonderful pool overlooking the city of Florence and the weather was absolutely beautiful. It was
a magical day.

The images from Christian and Anna’s gorgeous and elegant Tuscan destination wedding were
provided by Tuscania Events. Since 2000 Tuscania Events has been arranging unforgettable
destination weddings in Italy. Tuscania Events is the leading company specializing in the
organization of civil and religious weddings for non-Italian citizens in the most fantastic venues of
Italy. To see more of the beautiful wedding photographs, please visit the following
link: TheVeil.Co
Are you a bride-to-be who is in the process of planning your wedding? Are you a newly engaged
couple looking for tools to help you plan the wedding of your dreams? If you are in search of
inspiration or help in planning your luxury wedding, visit TheVeil.Co Inspiration or TheVeil.Co
Planning Tools. If you are in the process of putting your dream wedding team together, visit our
Local Vendor Directory to browse upscale wedding professionals in your area.
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of Florence, reception was also held outdoors, splendid Tuscan estate, surrounded by vineyards, the
famous Ponte Vecchio, the river Arno, The Villa Tolomei, Their outdoor ceremony, TheVeil.co,
Tuscania Events, Villa Tolomei Hotel & Resort, wedding photographs by admin. Bookmark the
permalink [http://www.theveil.co/blog/an-elegant-tuscan-destination-wedding/] .
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